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Telling the story



How to Give a
Minute for Mission

The practice of setting aside a minute
during a worship service to highlight

mission has grown spontaneously within

the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). It is

recognized as an opportunity for expres-

sion of the dimension of faith that results

in change in the actions and lives of many.
Incorporation of this action-dimension of

faith in the worship experience brings

together in a spiritual way the congrega-

tion and mission unifying both in the

body of Christ through worship.

With this is mind, planning a Minute
for Mission involves consideration of the

entire worship service. Here is a checklist

of matters to consider:

Length. Is there a time constraint? Can
you tell the story you have chosen in

the amount of time given?
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Appropriateness. Will the story appeal

to the congregation's interests?

Timeliness. Does the subject relate to

current events or trends in the church?

Factual. Is there good reason to believe

that the information you have is correct?

Where can you verify the information if

there is doubt?
The Order of Worship. What will pre-

cede and what will follow the Minute
for Mission? Does it conform to the

mood established or is a transition

necessary?

\X/ho Can Give a
A/linute for Mission?

Most Minutes for Mission are present-

ed by an individual. Minutes for Mission

offer excellent opportunities for members



of the congregation to be involved in the

worship service, whether they are officers

of the church, volunteers or persons
specifically assigned to the task. If done
regularly (and Minutes for Mission should
be given regularly) some process for

rotating the presenters can easily be de-

veloped. However, many churches find

that there are alternatives to the single-

person presentation that make Minutes
for Mission more effective.

Team Presentations

Two or more persons may present a

dialogue, panel, skit, or interview that

will make the information more vivid.

Well planned, this type of presentation

has value when all the presenters can be
heard distinctly throughout the sanctuary.

Guests
Sometimes it is possible to invite repre-

sentatives of local mission projects, people
who have travelled to study mission, or

missionaries themselves to give their own
Minutes for Mission. Make sure they

understand the time limit beforehand.

Church school classes

When church school classes have done
a mission study, good Minutes for Mission
may result as they share their findings

with the entire congregation.

Some Important "Do's ' for

Your Minute for Mission

Limit your presentation to one story.

Choose an incident that reveals the gift

of the spirit of Christ at work in the

world.

Look at the congregation as though you
are proud to tell the good news of mis-

sion.

Use a map or chart to explain statistics

or locations. Be sure the visuals are big

enough to be seen by all.

Speak slowly and clearly. Talk to the

last person in the last row so all may
hear.

Be aware of the established time limita-

tion and respect it.

Important "Don'ts " for

Your Minute for Mission

Don't read from a script. Study the

material provided and tell the story in

your own words.
Don't use a lot of statistics. Use no more
than two significant figures.

Don't tell the entire history of a mission
project. Tell what is happening now
and what will happen in the future.

Don't repeat. Seek out new issues that

will increase awareness of the whole
mission of the church.

Variations on
Minutes for Mission

At times Minutes for Mission can be
enhanced by the use of audiovisuals to

make them more effective. However, care

should be taken to be sure they conform
to the mood of the worship service.

Slides

Use a few slides that show people ac-

tively doing mission. Be sure the room
can be darkened and the equipment is not
intrusive.

Flipcharts

Prepared graphics can help illustrate

statistics or relationships. Use a blank
page to conceal the first page until you are

ready. Don't write or draw as you speak.

Videos
Use sliort video segments, no more than

five minutes. Choose carefully to be sure

the contents meet the criteria for Minute
for Mission "do's and don'ts" Read the

section of this booklet on audiovisuals to

insure the setting is appropriate.



Where to Find

Minutes for Mission

There are many sources for minutes for

mission in the resources provided for the

Presbyterian Church through Mission

hiterpretation and Promotion. Some of

these are:

The Mission Yearbook for Prayer & Study

published annually in November, in-

cludes a Minute for Mission for use in

worship each Sunday of the following

year.

The Use Guides in each of the Special

Offering packets contains Minutes for

Mission which can be used outside the

context of the Special Offering.

Images of Faith, mission area reports,

include Minutes for Mission on each of

the areas.

"Come and See What God Has Done: A
Book of Testimony" is full of first-hand

stories that can be used as Minutes for

Mission.

In addition to these resources, Presby-

terians will find ample basic material for

Minutes for Mission from other sources

such as:

Presbyterian Survey, the magazine of the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). To find

out about special offers on subscriptions

call 1-800-624-2412.

Horizons, the magazine produced by
Presbyterian Women.
PresbyTel. Dial 1-800-872-3283 for the

latest information on General Assembly
actions or to receive information on
news, resources, people and upcoming

church events. Call PresbyTel Weekend-
er (Friday 6:00 p.m. to Monday 9:00

a.m.. Eastern Time) to hear first-hand

reports on Presbyterian response to

major disasters and other interpretation

relating to significant current events.

Find out if the VISN cable network is

available in your viewing area. If so,

you may copy the Presbyterian pro-

gramming for your own use. Segments
from these programs can be excellent

Minutes for Mission. For more infor-

mation call 502-569-5214.

PresbyNet. Those of you who have
access to the PresbyNet computer net-

work can download Minutes for Mis-

sion from the Missionary Letters meet-

ing. (For more information call 1-800-

624-5916.)

Your presbytery and synod newsletters

contain a wealth of stories about mis-

sion. You can use these stories for Mi-

nutes for Mission.

Wiiat to Expect from
Minutes for Mission

When used in the context of worship.

Minutes for Mission become an integral

part of the experience which will focus on
that dimension of Christian faith which
reaches out to others. They can show how
we are part of a worldwide body of Chris-

tian believers. By pointing out the need to

support present ministries and new mis-

sion requests, they stimulate involvement

in mission. By demonstrating the variety

of ways people are in mission, they com-
municate how funds are used effectively

and efficiently.



How to Present

Effective Audiovisuals

Most of the messages we receive are

through the senses of sight and sound. By
employing sound (audio) and sight (vis-

ual) as receptors of information, audio-

visuals become very efficient tools for

telling the mission story, especially to

small groups of people.

Selection of an Audiovisual

Audiovisual programs are effective only

when they are appropriate to the audience

which will see and hear them. Great care

should be taken to select prepared slides,

filmstrips, films and videotaped programs
that will be appropriate for the age, educa-

tional level, sex, professional experience

and social background of the expected

audience.

Audiovisual programs must also con-

form to the time frame, physical facility

and program constraints of the event in

which they are used. Failure to analyze
these factors will result in lack of attention

and poor reception of the message.

Preparation for Use of

an Audiovisual Program

Too often, audiovisuals are thought of

as last-minute additions to programs or

events. When used without sufficient

thought and preparation, they can lose all

their advantages as teaching or communi-
cating tools.

Preparation for use of audiovisuals

includes understanding the content as

well as practicing the mechanical aspects

of the presentation.

It is absolutely essential that any au-

diovisual program be previewed by the

presenter before its use to determine:

that it is appropriate to the expected

audience from the point of view of the

examples mentioned above;

that its content is understood by the

presenter for a proper introduction

beforehand and a productive discus-

sion afterward;

that it accomplishes the objectives

described in the promotion material;

what additional information or mater-

ials are needed to supplement the

audiovisual itself or to place in the

hands of the audience.

Equally important is practice with and
thorough knowledge of the equipment
to be used. A few pointers:

Find out what all the switches do.

Thread a projector or load a sound or

video recorder several times so you
know its film or tape path. Try it for-

ward and backward.
Change a projector bulb or recorder

battery before it becomes necessary,

so you will know how to do it when
an emergency arises.

Cue the film to the first frame or slide

and the recording to the start of the

audio and/or video, so the presentation

will begin immediately without disturb-

ing sights or sounds.
Be prepared to turn off the projector

or recorder as soon as the presentation

ends.

Another important factor in audiovisual

presentation is the arrangement of the

room or auditorium and the placement
of the equipment. Keep these points in

mind:

Be sure that everyone can see the film

or TV screen from a distance of not less

than two nor more than six times the

width of the screen and within an angle

of 30 degrees from the center of the

screen. Outside of this area the image
appears too small, too large or distorted.



TV monitors or film screens should be
raised above the head level of your
audience and should be large enough
for all to see well. Consider extra-large,

projected TV monitors for groups of

more than 20 persons.

If at all possible, place the sound source

(speakers or recorder) in front of the

audience and below the screen.

Test all connections, so they don't dis-

connect. Tie wires to table legs or tape

them on the floor, so no one will trip

over them.
Check the room to be sure that you
know where the light switches are and
there is enough ventilation; there are

enough seats; and the room can be
darkened.

The Presentation

Audiovisual programs are helpers for live

actors in any presentation, whether it is

educational, informational or entertain-

ment. The live actor's role comes before

the audiovisual begins, to provide an
introduction, and immediately after-

ward, to lead discussion.

The introduction sets the scene by

telling why the audiovisual is being used
and to provide background information
that is pertinent, such as who made it,

when or where it was made, and what the

audience is expected to do when it is over.

The introduction should indicate what the

audiovisual contains without going into

details.

The discussion is the test of the audio-
visual's effectiveness and may be the

place in which the learning process takes

place. Ask questions, answer questions
and stimulate discussion until the audi-

ence is clear about the message and under-
stands what is to be done to follow up.

An important Reminder

Audiovisual programs are effective be-

cause they employ a combination of basic

senses to convey a message to an audience
and to take the audience visually to places

they cannot visit personally. However,
they are only helpers in a learning process
and should not be relied upon to do the

whole job by themselves. Proper prepara-
tion, presentation and discussion must
precede and follow their use.



How to Receive

a Mission Speal<er

Hosting a mission speaker involves

careful preparation, planning and follow-

through to guarantee an impact on mis-

sion awareness in a congregation, presby-

tery or synod. Here are some important

questions to consider.

Why Have a

Mission Speaker?

According to every survey and evalu-

ation, guest mission speakers have a

greater impact on mission awareness and
mission giving than any other resource.

People relate best to other people and
respond positively to a personal message,
seriously presented and well conveyed.

\X/hom to Invite?

The obvious answer is a missionary

who has served overseas and has a won-
derful story to tell. Missionary speakers

are still available, but as patterns of mis-

sion service have changed, so have the

categories of people in mission who have
mission messages to share. Consider
these additional resource persons as well:

Christians from other countries who are

in mission to the U.S.A.;

International students at local univer-

sities;

National and synod/presbytery staff

members who help carry out mission
strategy and ecumenical relationships;

Representatives of local or regional

mission projects;

Persons involved in mission study and
travel programs.

Your presbytery or synod mission sup-

port office or the Mission Interpretation

and Promotion Office of the denomination
will help in the process of selection of a

mission speaker.

How to Plan

Once the mission speaker has been
selected and has accepted the invitation,

make a telephone call to the speaker to

request the following:

a background resume and photo for

publicity;

a bibliography or list of publications

to obtain;

an indication of special interests, talents

or restrictions;

an indication of special needs for food,

comfort, physical or health limitations;

an understanding of travel and lodging
arrangements, expenses and honoraria

(if applicable to avoid misunderstand-
ings);

an indication of special equipment
needs or arrangements.

Remember the mission speaker is your
guest and is offering the gift of time and
energy to be with you to help tell the

mission story in the world.

How to Schedule

Try to think big! Schedule more than
just a Sunday morning worship and coffee

hour. Ask your speaker to be available to

meet a variety of groups and to spend as

much time as possible with you. Schedule
informal discussion with:

the session;

prayer groups;

church school classes;

women's/men's groups;

church night dinners;

mission/stewardship committees;

youth groups.

Real understanding takes place in the

small group generating personal interac-

tion between speaker and audience that



cannot happen in a larger setting. Small

groups are a must.

What To Do
Set the climate for the speaker's visit

through posters. Minutes for Mission,

newsletter articles, bulletin inserts.

Publicize the speaker's visit in news-
papers, and on radio and television.

Arrange interviews with the media.

Associate the speaker's mission work
with the congregation's support of

unified giving, special offerings other

funding channels.

Arrange meeting rooms carefully with

neither too many nor too few chairs for

the expected audience.

Respect the speaker's need for privacy

at times over lengthy visits.

Cover the cost of transportation, food

and accommodations involved in the

visit.

\X/hatWotToDo

Invite a speaker for only a Minute for

Mission.

Limit the speaker to the Sunday morn-
ing sermon.
Schedule the speaker when the pastor

is absent.

Omit church youth from the mission
events.

Receive an offering for the speaker's

expenses.

Abandon the speaker for inactive

periods during lengthy visits.

Treat the mission speaker as an enter-

tainer.

Give contributions for mission projects

or other work to the speaker.



Ho>A^ to Publish

a Mission Brocliure

One good way to tell the mission story

is to publish a mission brochure tailored

to the needs of your own congregation,

but with a flavor of mission both from
places nearby and from far away coun-

tries. This type of brochure helps dem-
onstrate the connectional nature of mis-

sion and the interdependence of Christ's

people around the world. Follow these

tips on preparation, production and distri-

bution of your mission brochure.

Getting Ready
Assemble the materials you will need

to publish a mission brochure. Include:

Stories

Short, factual accounts about how
Presbyterian mission work has helped
people. These stories will

have personal interest;

show people motivated by the love of

Christ;

show how lives have been changed;

cover a wide variety of types and areas

of mission service.

Photos
If your brochure budget allows the use

of photos, be sure that they are of people

who are doing something. Showing
people in action conveys that mission is

an active process. A photo lab or camera
store can convert your color slides to black

and white photos at nominal cost.

Art

Be sure to include some form of graphic

art that will relieve the monotony of the

printed word and help the reader's eye

follow the printed text.

Now to put them all together you will

need to consider:

Size

How will the finished product be deliv-

ered? Will it be a #10 envelope (SVi" x SVz")

or as a bulletin insert {BVi" x SW)? Con-
sider the possibilities of folding various

sizes of sheets of paper to fit these two
delivery systems, but don't make the

unfolding of your brochure so complicated

that the impact of the message will be lost

in the process.

Typeset
What type is available? A typewriter? A

word processor? Desktop publishing? Use
press-on type for captions. Commercial
companies will typeset your copy if your
budget allows. Other attention-getters

such as logos can be found on the repro-

duction sheets contained in Special Of-

fering, stewardship and interpretation

packets.

Getting Set

Arrangement
Make a "mock-up." Put all the photos,

stories, captions and miscellaneous infor-

mation in front of you to see how the

pieces come together to tell a story. You
will see relationships between elements

which will help you to position the pieces

so they have continuity. Let the natural

folds or page turns accentuate this con-

tinuity. Then, proofread your copy—
several times.

The Mechanical
Once you are satisfied that the arrange-

ment of your brochure helps to tell a mis-

sion story, do a final paste-up, known as a

mechanical. If the brochure is to printed,

make the mechanical on mounting board

available at art supply companies. For

electronic stencil or offset reproduction,

use a good quality paper. It is best to use



rubber cement so the excess can be easily

cleaned from the surface. Use a T-square

to make sure the type lines are parallel.

Make a photocopy to make sure every-

thing is in order and proofread it once
again.

The Delivery System
As noted above, your mission brochure

can easily be distributed as a bulletin in-

sert on Sunday morning. If so, be sure

that you give it a proper introduction,

perhaps as a Minute for Mission or an
announcement from the congregation.

Arrange to have additional copies avail-

able for those who wish to take them to

friends and neighbors.

There are so many uses for your mission
brochure that you will want to print at

least two times the number of your all-

church mailing. Give them to those who
make stewardship calls. See that those

who make visitations take them to shut-

ins, the elderly or the temporarily ill.

Present copies to prospective members
and visitors and send copies to other

churches in the area, your denomination-
al offices, local media, hotels, libraries,

social service agencies, and chaplains

of schools, military installations and
prisons.

Tell the mission story by making good
use of your own church mission brochure.



How to Celebrate

a Mission Festival

Where to Begin

A mission festival is an experiential

learning event. The people who attend

the event learn about mission by listen-

ing, viewing, reading, tasting, touching,

smelling, sensing what is being offered to

them. All of the senses that receive infor-

mation can be employed simultaneously

in a well-designed mission festival. Those
who are involved in the preparation of the

mission festival add two additional fac-

tors, study and work, within a group situ-

ation to make the experiential learning

process even more intense.

Therefore, the place to begin is with

people, as many as possible, to make a

mission festival a success. Endeavor to

include every segment of your church

membership in one way or another. This

may necessitate an official action by the

session or governing body well in advance
of the date of the event which will add to

its credibility as an official function of the

church. Once obtained, this official action

will allow the formation of a core planning

committee with representatives from
every group in the congregation.

The Core Planning Group

Once formed, the core planning com-
mittee can determine:

the overall theme;
the time schedule;

the space to occupy;
the money and resources needed;
and the publicity.

Selecting YourTheme
Make sure your objective has a focus.

Determine what action (or actions) are

desired for the following:

to recruit volunteers;

to write letters;

to increase giving;

to donate materials;

to read publications;

to develop understanding.

State your objective in a very few words
to form your theme. Visualize your objec-

tive with a photo, a drawing or a symbol
to form a logo. Incorporate the logo

throughout the festival with theme words
to reinforce it. Have all elements of the

festival relate to the theme to give it unity

of purpose.

Choosing Your Time

Will this be a one-day event, a weekend
festival or a longer-term experience of a

week or more? Once the basic time frame
is determined, set your dates well in

advance to allow sufficient time for prepa-

ration (and learning) to take place. Avoid
conflicts with other events that may com-
pete for audience. Set the publicity time

schedule on the basis of opportunities

available, such as the deadlines for articles

in the church newsletter, and local news-
papers.

Financial Aspects

Make a budget in advance by seeking

financial support from as many sources

as possible. The more groups that are

involved financially, the more successful

the mission festival. Have all the money
you will need on hand before the event so

you won't have to solicit funds during the

event (except for the cost of meals).

Make a list of possible expenditures

such as:

travel for guest speakers;

audiovisual resources or equipment;
printing supplies;

signs and decorations;

photography;
food.
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Where to Put What
Make a floor plan of the space available

for your festival. Determine the areas for

displays, assembly, discussion and eating.

Trace the flow of traffic through these

areas to determine:

Is there enough space for the number
of people expected?

Are there places to sit and rest?

Have you provided for emergencies?
Where are the electric outlets? Rest

rooms?
Is parking a problem?
Is there sufficient ventilation and light?

Additional Resources

The best resources for a mission festival

are people, live actors who can tell about

mission because they are involved. Invite

mission speakers well in advance. Provide

places for them to speak to groups and to

relate to individuals. Back up your people

resources with:

Audiovisuals. Be sure they don't inter-

fere with each other or with the live

actors. (Check resource centers and
Ecufilm for available audiovisuals.)

Printed matter. Pamphlets or books can

extend the life of your mission festival.



(See the Mission Interpretation and
Promotion order form, updated annu-
ally, and check the planning sections in

the Presbyterian Planning Calendar for

suggestions.)

Drama and music. Artistic perform-

ances enhance the message of mission.

Food and beverages. Explain the items

offered in terms of the culture from
which they come.

Publicity

Use all possible means to tell the story

of your mission festival to your church
and the community. Prepare articles for

the newsletter of your church and send
them to the presbytery and synod as well.

Reach the congregation through bulletin

inserts. Minutes for Mission and displays

in the church building. Go outside your
church family and tell the local news-
paper, radio and TV stations about the

event. Use names of local people who
may be involved or special guests who are

coming. Use the symbol or logo on every-

thing you do. Involve your core committee
and guests from outside the church in

interviews, appearances and conferences.

Extend special invitations to other

churches, clubs and organizations. Don't

stop when the festival is over. Tell what
happened to a wide audience to show
the importance of mission to your en-

tire congregation.

Evaluation

To help plan for next year, measure how
well your mission festival accomplished
its objective through evaluation forms for

the audience and debriefing sessions for

those who took part. Make the evaluation

forms as simple as possible with a few
very direct questions, then allow space for

comments. The debriefing session should

come a few weeks after the event to allow

time for reaction and reflection. Take
careful notes during the session. Be sure

that everyone has a chance to comment.



How to Promote
Special Offerings

As a mission interpreter, you may be
called upon to tell the story of Christ's

mission in the world by conducting promo-
tional programs for Special Offerings that

have been approved for churchwide recep-

tion at specified times of the year. While
sessions may elect to take any offering at

any time of the year, the suggested times

for the four churchwide offerings are as

follows:

Witness Offering February

One Great Hour of Sharing
Lent/Easter

Peacemaking Offering October
Christmas Joy Offering . . . December
Specific promotional guides are in-

cluded each year with the offering mate-

rials. However, here are some general

points to consider when you are promot-
ing these special offerings.

The Special Offering Strategy

Primary responsibility for Special Offer-

ings rests with a local committee whose
tasks include:

Getting the session to approve receipt

of the offering;

Getting the pastor and other church

committees involved;

Setting a challenging dollar goal;

Interpreting the causes which benefit

from the offering to the congregation

over a period of several weeks;

Receiving the offering for dedication as

one gift rather than individual contribu-

tions.

While the mission interpreter can be

involved in all of these responsibilities,

the third and fourth items are especially

important because of their promotional

nature.

The Special Offering Theme
A yearly theme is chosen which relates

the causes benefited by each special offer-

ing to the biblical call to extend Christ's

mission in the world. These themes help

motivate Christ's people to participate

actively, through their gifts, and to re-

spond as a community of believers in

ways that individuals cannot. The theme
sparks instant identification of the Special

Offering through the use of coordinated

promotion materials such as logos, art,

type styles, photos, catch-phrases, stories,

games and activities. They are designed

to be used by you, the mission interpreter,

to make your job easier.



The Special Offering Resources

Special Offering resources are sent to

every church before the offering emphasis
is to begin. As a mission interpreter, be on
the alert when they arrive so you may
examine them carefully and plan for their

efficient and effective use in your church.

Share them with the committee. Im-

mediately order additional copies of the

items you will need such as: posters,

bulletin inserts, mailers, reproduction

sheets, brochures, filmstrips, videos,

photos, envelopes, collection boxes. Note
that they are all tailored to the theme and
that each is designed for a particular

audience in your church.

Don't underestimate quantities you will

require. You will want to send information

to more than just your regular member-
ship.

You will need to pay particular attention

to the audiovisual resources which are

popular and effective ways to promote
Special Offerings.

The Special Offering Calendar

Block out the dates on your Presbyterian

Planning Calendar and schedule exactly

when each of the resources will be used.

Here is a check list of items to include on
your calendar:

When Minutes for Mission can be sched-

uled in worship, meetings and meal
functions. Select persons to present

them and give each presenter a copy of

"How to give a Minute for Mission"
copied from this handbook.
When audiovisuals can be shown to

every church audience. Be sure to order

the film, video or filmstrip in time to

preview before the presentation. Give
the person in charge a copy of "How to

Present Effective Audiovisuals" copied
from this handbook.
Determine the best locations for dis-

plays and arrange for someone to set

them up and change them at frequent

intervals. See that each display person
has posters, photos, art and a copy of

"How to Create Effective Displays"

contained in this handbook.
Determine the exact dates for distribu-

tion of mailers, bulletin inserts, collec-

tion boxes, etc. Who will do it? In what
ways?
Reserve space in your church newsletter

for articles about the Special Offering.

Determine the deadlines for each article,

the length available and what the publi-

cation date will be. Use the reproduc-

tion sheet, logos, type lines and art

work to dress up your article.

Personalize your offering promotion.
Try to discover ways in which the offer-

ing benefits people in your community,
for example.

Plan your own unique ways of promot-
ing the Special Offering . . . banners,
plays, parades, mission speakers . . .

anything that will tell the story of how
the offering supports Christ's mission
in the world.

The Special Offering Follow-up

When the offering has been received,

your job as mission interpreter is not
finished. Here are some additional steps

you can take:

A dedication of the offering will provide
the setting for recognizing the spiritual

dimension of the offering— both for

those in need and for those who have
been given the opportunity to contri-

bute.

Thank you cards and notes of acknow-
ledgement will add a touch of apprecia-

tion that will be remembered next time.

A prominent announcement of your
congregation's total receipts helps

everyone to understand how an in-

dividual's gift, when combined with

those of others, helps to tell the story

of Christ's mission in the world.



Ho\A^ to Create

Effective Displays

How to find

Display Space

The best display space is a vertical sur-

face, a wall, a partition, or a door. Addi-
tional space for display can be added on
tops of tables, within bookcases or from
the ground up. In selecting the right dis-

play space, consider the type of activities

that take place near it and the potential

audience it already commands.
Hallways have plenty of wall space and

usually need to be brightened with color

and interest. Take advantage of a curve or

a dead end in the hallway. People walking

toward that area will be looking at the
wall for a period of time as they approach.

Tables and free-standing displays can
be strategically located to fall within the

natural vision of an audience. Better

display space can be developed where
people are sitting or standing. Reception
areas, classrooms, lounges and parlors

are excellent locations when the display
is in keeping with the decor and use of

the area.



Attracting Attention

Location alone will not compel an audi-

ence to look at a display. It must attract

attention and hold attention. Here are

some tips:

If the location is dark— add lights.

If the location is drab— add color.

If the location is plain— add texture

in order to obtain contrast.

Use short words that your audience will

understand.

Use simple concepts containing allitera-

tion, rhymes, repetition.

Appeal to the senses and emotions.

Use simple style letters that communi-
cate quickly.

Put major points of your copy at eye

level.

Use photos that relate to your topic.

Use objects as well as two-dimensional

printed items.

Designing a Display

Remember the most important rule:

KEEP IT SIMPLE. Let your display carry

one clear message in as few words as

possible. Here are some suggestions:

Use photos, graphs and figures to

reinforce what is said in words.
Use different size letters for contrast and
to highlight what is said in words.
Choose colors that are compatible and
do not clash.

Attain balance without symmetry. Use
several small elements to balance a

large one.

Use perspective, angles and copy to

draw the eye to the most important
image in the display.

Use three-dimensional items and fi-

gures for emphasis and to attract the

attention of the audience.

Response to a Display

Displays must do more than brighten a

corner or be attractive. They should lead

to an action or response from the audi-

ence. To accomplish this, the audience
must know exactly what it is expected
from them. For example,

Give money to mission or to a special

offering;

Write a letter on behalf of a worthy
cause;

Buy a Mission Yearbook for Prayer and
Study;

Participate in a mission study tour;

Attend a special event.

If the display is unattended, a sign

should indicate the action desired. If the

display is attended, the attendant should
not be seated, reading a book, but should
be standing ready to answer questions.



Resources you can order to help you tell the Mission Story

To order any of these resources, call toll free Distribution Management Services 1-800-524-2612.

225-90-502 1990-91 Presbyterian Planning Calendar

225-90-503 1990-91 Planning Calendar Art Repro Set

225-90-410 1991 Mission Yearbook for Praver & Study

$5.00 each

$4.00 for

10 or more to 1 address

$2.50/set

$5.00 each

$4.00 for

10 or more to 1 address

225-90-411 1991 Yearbook Use Guide FREE

225-89-929 Images of Faith Photo Resource $5.00/set

225-89-920 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in East Asia and the Pacific $5.00

225-89-921 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in South Asia $5.00
and Southeast Asia

225-89-922 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in the Middle East $5.00

225-89-923 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in Africa $5.00

225-89-924 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in Europe $5.00

225-89-925 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in South America $5.00

225-89-926 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in Central
America Caribbean/ Mexico $5.00

225-89-927 Images of Faith: Presbyterian Mission in North America $5.00

225-90-605 Come and See What God Has Done Picture Poster $3.00

225-90-606 Telling the Story: A Handbook for Mission Interpreters (limit 2) FREE

225-90-608 Come and See What God Has Done: A Book of Testimony $1.00

225-89-904 Wall Map: Presbyteries and Synods of the PCUSA $3.00

225-89-905 Wall Map: Presbyterian Mission Relationships $5.00

225-89-906 Presbyterian Maps Placemats $5.00/50

225-89-910 Repro Sheet of Presbyterian Seal (limit 1) FREE

225-89-907 SCD Unit Brochure FREE

225-89-900 The Work of the Church: A Guide FREE
(available in

limited quantities)



Princeton Theoloqical Semmarv Libraries

1 1012 01232 7732

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Stewardship and Communication Development Ministry Unit

Mission hiterpretation and Promotion
100 Witherspoon Street

Louisville, Kentucky 40202-1396
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Telling the story




